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What Zero Cash is ?
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Zero Cash is a B2B and B2C e-Mall cashless platform that specializes in getting buyers and sellers onboard 
to exchange products and services in a cashless, secure, seamless, interactive, enviro ment.

With a one-time fee, and 5% on every puchase, you can set up your account and start bartering.

There is no floor or cap to your investments, yet all are protected and tracked with montly and
quarterly reports.

With your account you can save, buy and pay your bills and dues. All could be done through the system by 
transferring your due amount through points on the system.

With the transparency of Zero Cash you no longer have to worry about vendor margins and hidden costs, 
because you are guarateed to sell and buy at the market shelf price.



Where Zero Cash is ?

Zero Cash� ����

We are located in Amman. 
We cover the whole of Jordan through our network and physical presence in major cities. 
Cashless delivery of all products at your assigned location, by the vendors on our network.
Ability to track your shipment across Jordan.
Ability to manage your inventory’s shortages and sales.
Ability to live up to your promise and deliver on time, with Zero Cash.
Once you are a member we will reach and serve you wherever you may be in Jordan.
An extensive and wide ranging selection of all industries at your fingertips.
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When Zero Cash is ?
We are ready once you are. 
Join our ever-growing partners and members list. 
With Zero Cash you will be ready in no time.
Once registered start trading, buying and selling.
We are your cashless mall from today.
You do not have to wait, just delve in and enjoy.
Training is online, and so are your account, your network and your points. 
Choose the frequency of getting your statements and reports



Why use Zero Cash ?
Attract new customers: Zero Cash’s large network allows members to increase their customer base and 
expand their geographic reach within Jordan.

Completely eliminate cash expenses and transactions: Eliminate your cash costs by paying for your procured 
products and services with points accumulated through the system. Effectively, you can save cash by transfer-
ring Zero Cash points.

Build business contacts: As Zero Cash is a membership-based network there are many local and national 
networking and marketing events that are designed to provide introductions.

Clear excess stock: Sell excess stock without the need to discount heavily, through promotions and hot deals 
on shelf prices.

Fill business down time: Zero Cash helps companies put inventory, equipment and employees to good use, 

converting downtime and spare capacity during off-seasons, into new revenue which would not have been 
available otherwise.

Edge over competitors: Use Zero Cash to attract specific new customers – tell us about a business you would 

like as a new customer and we will approach them to join Zero Cash on the basis that they can spend their 

points with you.
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When Zero Cash is ?
The daughter of a Regional Pioneering Marketing and Advertising company with exclusive services.
A team of business and technical professionals. 
 Proven past experience in the financial sector in Jordan. 
 Excellent technical experience in e-Commerce.
 Experienced users, developers and executors of online platforms.
 Wide-ranging networks of clients and vendors.
 Excellent communication and networking skills.
 High market sense and marketing specialists. 
 Successful in Go-to-market strategies implementations.
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How Zero Cash Works ?
Zero Cash provides you with a great opportunity to be part of a large national community of businesses,
and individuals.
 Magnetizing new customers and vendors on our B2B/B2C e-Mall bartering platform.
Transactions are streamlined using Zero Cash’s electronic currency called Points.
 Zero Cash allows you to pay for products and services between members using Zero Cash points, instead of 
paying in cash,
You can then use these Points to offset cash expenses within your business.
Within our community, points are a well-recognized, trusted and accepted method of payment in Jordan.
One Point is equivalent to one Jordanian Dinar, for all accounting purposes.
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THANK YOU
www.zerocash-jo.com . +962 799 48 5828 . info@zerocash-jo.com


